August and September Intro

As I celebrate 55 years as an Editor and/or Publisher I am amazed how long it took me to learn certain things. August tends to be a “No News” month on the homeless and poverty fronts. But you can get onto that e-mail list and comment before or after publications, or contact Facebook.Com/John.KITCHIN. Donations are accepted at PayPal.Com, Account nz9f@hotmail.com.

In this Issue: (1) Editorials (2) News (3) Fake News Trump, Make America Great Again, Snide Comments (4) Russian Supervirus, Masthead.

John Kitchin, NZ9F, Homeless Editorial Board.

The Calendar – Words of Wisdom in a Fake News World
September Back-to-School, Liberals will feel sorry for the homeless. Come November, Progressives feel sorry, followed by Moderates in December. Then in January, a new fake homeless count. The Conservatives? They don’t care, except the homeless created in 1980 and ever since interfere with tourism, condo sales, business, that sort of thing. Cash. Homelessness is bad for their wallets.

All “solutions” proposed deal with the problems that have so many homeless, not with reducing how many homeless we have. We still have no word on how many homeless were arrested the day before the PITC official count in January, but the previous year, January 2017, there were 1,000 homeless in 2017, so our total now is 18,500 minimum. Of the new 1,000 homeless, 100 were given non-housing in institutions such as rubber tents, Hitler-camps, and/or private prisons. Again, shit! Another 500 homeless were added in the half-year since the January count, of course, so the August-September 2018 count is a minimum of 18,000, with the October number 19,160 and increasing at the rate of 20 new homeless per week.

Why not give your personal information? All of it finds its way into secret files maintained by the Bar, the Freemasons, and other secret organizations, and it is used to deny people housing and employment, forever. Conspiracy Theory? Anyone using that term is trying to keep people stupid. Every single bank, church, nonprofit, and government agency is run by secret organizations that make all decisions, and that has been true of all societies that ever existed.}
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HELPING TO CORRECT THE LIES WHICH PERPETUATE HOMELESSNESS

When practical to post an advanced preview, view this newspaper becoming assembled at NZ9F.com/SUNPreView • There is also a Preview List (also called the “Advanced Preview”) where you can get onto that e-mail list and comment before or after publications, or contact Facebook.Com/John.KITCHIN. Donations are accepted at PayPal.Com, Account nz9f@hotmail.com.

Judge Legalizes Sleeping in Cars – Federal Court Outlaws Criminalization of Homelessness – Some answers to our obviously-Schizophrenic “Fake News Perpetrator” President (End of Issue)

Father Joe’s Villages, considered one of the more “Nazi” of housing slum-lord groups, secured a donation to keep operating at its present pace. That’s bad news, of course. In addition to government cuts, 25% per year Real Inflation (not that fictional government index) and 7% per year increase in everything. Social Security and SSI Disabled are now staring so that the Ruling Class could escape paying taxes. Imagine being allowed to pay $25 a week rent, only to have your home torn down to build Petco Park. Move? Where, Mars? Rents are now higher than wages.

Disabled people get $650 per month SSI for all expenses. None of that in California they get their Food Stamp Benefits (also called EBT, CalFresh, and SNAP) in cash, another $200 a month, usually used for food instead of cash. Like Todd Gloria said, Security, that amount is deducted from your SSI Disability funds. Is it an ADA violation to push rent prices up higher than Disabled folks can pay? Do you think anyone will prosecute the State Legislature, County Board, and City for us?

And, the Perpetrators of Homeless Causation Redevelopment are still at large: Toni Atkins, Ben Hueso, Todd Gloria, Brian Malmesen, Kevin Faulconer, David Alvarez, the San Diego County Board, and many more, Help un-employ a guilty politician. Vote everybody out.

Faulckeone
Local Order Bans Ticketing for Sleeping in Cars – Western States Order Bans Ticketing for Sleeping on Sidewalks

Disability Rights California opposed the San Diego City Ordinance which prohibits sleeping in cars, claiming it violates the Americans with Disabilities Act, as well as being vague, causing disadvantages for homeless people and judges far agrees. While no ruling has yet been made, there is a Temporary Restraining Order prohibiting the ticketing of people sleeping in cars. The past tickets for same have been thrown out, at least temporarily. According to news accounts, this does not stop the ticketing. However, the judge says with what it automatically does apply also to Residential Vehicles. The Order also prohibits the impounding of vehicles.

Vehicles must be legally parked, or you can be ticketed for illegal parking, and the RV overnight parking order is intended to not be upheld. Currently, Dreams For Change operates a sleep-in-your-car program, and negotiations are pending with the City Attorney to do so on an RV overnight program for the homeless. Note that NO vehicle may be parked anywhere on San Diego streets for longer than 72 hours. There is no note thing to living, "lying down," and "napping" are all considered the same thing.

In related news, the Western States Appeals Court knocked down ALL laws prohibiting or ticketing homeless for living and/or sleeping on sidewalks. The only proviso is that there must be no shelter space "practically available." That means the San Diego practice of requiring shelter providers to maintain some empty beds does not qualify as beds active. The City is known to have shelter providers to have vacant beds, turning people away rather than permitting those beds to be used, so it can show that they have "practically available" shelter.

The New York Times, with contributing material from Gary Warn, San Diego Union-Tribune, Oct. 6, 2018, San Diego has been Struck Down!. It is the same Times. They would say something about this, but I have never seen it. In addition to the above, a great article on how San Diego bought an indoor skydiving center (Voice of Milwaukee), which I have not read. I have a great article on how San Diego bought an indoor skydiving center (Voice of Milwaukee), which I have not read.

Meetings:

By Merlyn Tulen-Watabane

Think Dignity met the first Thursday of August, Aug. 2, at the Moniker Warehouse, downtown San Diego. Two new shower sites were begun, and the schedule for the new shower locations was announced.

Protests were held against the Ordinance prohibiting people from living in RV's, but so far that stands. Board vs. non residential Discrimination. An RV related Din rotates banned July 31, which no longer allows landlords to reject tenants based upon race, and others. There is no criminalization versus Realities of homelessness.

Think Dignity will be holding meetings and rallies to try to get the laws changed, including a march on August 12, 2018. It was held at the Moniker Warehouse. I have a great article on how San Diego bought an indoor skydiving center (Voice of Milwaukee), which I have not read.

Meetings, Continued, By John Kitchin

Think Dignity also met September 6 at the same location, the Moniker Warehouse, reviewing the two cases cited in the article previous to the Meetings headlining. • An All-Industry Cruise on the Hornblower raised funds and provided networking. • The Pacific Beach Rotary Club will be hosting hot showers for the working homeless who have full-time jobs and do not want to lose them. New shower sites may now be added. Treecross: Note that the City of San Diego does not allow downtown right now, nor does the City of Tijuana. The HUMAN Advocacy Campaign kicks off Sept. 19. HUMAN stands for Humanize, Unite, Media, Advocates, Neighborom, and its first meeting is called Dinner Discussions, to be held Sept. 19 from 6 to 7:30 PM at Waypoint Public, 3794 30th St., in San Diego. An RSVP is required because seating is limited to 12 people. These include Aesmir blank, Catholic Community of Agnostics, Cedar Parkview, Criminal Defense Attorney; and Jonathan Markovitz, ACLU Staff Attorney. • Amikas, the nonprofit founded by Jerry Freitas and his wife, invites female veterans back when females were not permitted in the shelter system, will be donating 4 of its Tiny Homes to the shelter operated by Alpha Project. Robert Bird is currently in charge, and the history of the Tiny Homes project goes back the entire 8 years this newspaper has existed. There were trips made by City, County, and State officials to observe the Tiny Homes and to eliminate the homeless problem in a handful of other cities, at a very low cost. It has been years, but finally San Diego is getting it. It is suggested that if each San Diego homeless person were given what is essentially a garden shed to sleep in and store their belongings, the cost per person housed would be more on the order of $2,000 each instead of the current expensive and inefficient methods. The project is intended to eliminate our problem of having (in reality) 19,000 homeless a cost of only $380 million per year. Keep in mind that if people are forced to pay $78 million per not just once only, and accomplishes nothing. Funding was recently cut out to $72 million a year.

Sexual Revolution

Cuba's new Constitution gives LGBT couples civil rights, personal dignity, and outer boundaries of discrimination based upon sexual preference. • Mexico has begun running ads featuring drag queens and gay men. Latin American countries are a riot of new killings, and the LGBT community is on the run. There is something to worry about. Many are "Occupy Wall St." masks. • The Rock Church took over a strip club in Three Points (the Triad Triangle) of San Diego, one of our former treatment centers. The way that might just be what we need to get people into church. We Pagans drink alcohol in church, and worship nude. Perhaps no courtesies. • Your body is God's artwork, and no one wants to alter art, especially when visiting the artist.

Meeting:

Coordinated by John Kitchin, with a lot of other help. This section contains news that concerns both the news media and poverty politics at the same time.

I want to apologize for missing very many good articles, as I have been busy with other work.

This edition also contains an editorial to be read by the news media, near the end. How gusy that is?

On Tuesday, the new edition Borealis will be out, with a great article on how San Diego bought an indoor skydiving center (Voice of Milwaukee), which I have not read. As I have said, I have a great article on how San Diego bought an indoor skydiving center (Voice of Milwaukee), which I have not read. I have a great article on how San Diego bought an indoor skydiving center (Voice of Milwaukee), which I have not read.

I considered it long and boring but I thought I would post the facts, so it did I suppose to do.
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to rich people. • The Russian Supervirus messed up the San Diego Trolley Aug. 20, with some doors refusing to close and others refusing to open. This virus was installed on all computer equipment in its process of having its printed-circuit boards manufactured and so does not need any internet connection. It is believed to be activated by shortwave radio signals. If activated by a satellite, higher frequencies (UHF, VHF) could also be used. The cure? How about RF (radio frequency) chokes on all inputs, PC boards, and outputs, especially power cords. Better radio shielding, too, and even aluminum foil would work, if it is radio-grounded. NZ9F is my FCC radio engineering license. Russians can control your coffeemaker, copy machine, or vote tabulation machine, sending in new software. Warning: If this is true, I expect same to be declared Top Secret anytime now. Check before you quote.

Warning:  If this is true, I expect same to be declared Top Secret anytime now.

Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook: John.Kitchin1 or San Diego Homeless News • YouTube: NZ9F (all caps)

We represent the world’s fastest-growing ethnic group, the homeless, the only group that gets NO protection from discrimination in employment, housing, education, or hate-crimes. We are those who suffer because the wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes no sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to force people to become homeless against their will. Once homeless, people will need to use booze or dope, just to stay sane, and many lose that fight, too, becoming mentally ill and often killing themselves. This ends the problems that society forced upon them. Self-Servatives (Con-Servatives, Con Artists that Serve themselves) cause funerals, but they don’t mind, because they don’t believe in God.

These are the same people who invented God, so they could control you and make money off you. They fill your head with propaganda from the day you are born. The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and Italian Mafia, and the Jewish Cabal) foundations and/or hate ministries (Mafia and/or hate ministries) cause funerals, but they don’t mind, because they don’t believe in God.

We are those who suffer because the world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to control and enslave the public. Many of them are not even from this planet.

A “Gulf” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood and semen in the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo Vinces, “In this sign you will conquer”. Domini Nos Dirige, “Lord (a British Lord, not God) guide us”, motto of the City of London, founded 43 AD, and Pagan until 1300 AD. The super-secret Jesuit Knights of Malta are a group that founded the Illuminati of the Rothschild-Rockefeller Family, and part of the New World Order. See the back of a dollar bill. Take some of this with a grain of salt. Below, some of the more modern agencies of these same above groups.

The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi Knights Templar, which is descended from the Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian Mafia. Sometimes called the Phariestocracy, or Pharoh Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypocrisy to control the public via religion. They control the world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to control and enslave the public. Many of them are not even from this planet.
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